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Doing Memory Research
New Methods and Approaches
Showcases the diverse ways of doing memory work, including via different
media, and engagement with memory’s performativity, its affect, its visuality
and its sounds
Offers a range of interpretative approaches that are attentive to uncovering
and explicating the politics of memory and how memory links present day
communities and places to the past, as well as proffering answers to why
these links may exist
Illustrates how the diversity of disciplinary perspectives coalesce around a
growing engagement with non-representational, more-than-human and
digital approaches in their methodological remit
1st ed. 2019, XV, 217 p. 19 illus.
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Memory studies is a nascent and multidisciplinary research field, drawing from an impressive
array of qualitative investigative methods deployed to do memory research. The authors in this
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demonstrate how attention to methodology reveals rich insights about memory and its links to
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